It gives me immense pleasure to have an official web site of PAO (ORS) DSC KANNUR under the
guidance of CDA Chennai. This is an endeavour to provide prompt and efficient services to the soldiers of DSC.
This office implemented Monthly Pay System (MPS) w.e.f. October 2010 which is a pay bill like system
where monthly gross entitlements are worked out at the PAO and net entitlement arrived at every month is
credited to the PBOR's bank account any where in India.
In September 2011 this office implemented Project Dolphin, a new online PBORs pay system which is very
web friendly. The users, namely Record Office, DSC Platoons and PBORs can get immediate feed back and get
on line help as and when required.
The PAO has already started making Fund Payments through the Salary Accounts of the PBORs with the sole
aim of cutting down delays involved in reaching the money to the concerned individuals on time. Similarly, the
PAO has also started releasing payments towards final settlements of Accounts as well as terminal benefits in
cases of death and desertion through the Bank Account of the beneficiary. I once again remind all concerned
to make optimum use of the PAO’s website, where the PBORs could view their Monthly Statements of Accounts.
Message to Units
All DSC units and Record Office are requested to ensure that their DOs II are forwarded in soft copies (HR
Suit) along with the hard copies, which would make it easier and faster for us to feed data and act on these DOs
II.
OCs could ensure correct, accurate and timely payment to all PBORs of DSC Corps by minimizing cases of
wrong/incorrect/belated publications of DOsII by units & formations.
OCs of various units/heads of formations may disseminate the web address of our PAO amongst all the
PBOR and encourage them to generously use the facility.
Thank you
AMRESH B.N
SENIOR ACCOUNTS OFFICER I/C

